FOCUS ON FOREIGN STUDENTS AT ENS RENNES IN 2018
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ENS Rennes

PROGRAM FRAMEWORK: ECOLES NORMALES SUPÉRIEURES - INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

As part of a large scale scientific and academic cooperation program which was launched in 2018 between the ENS in France and the IISER network in India, ENS Rennes welcomes the first batch of students from India this summer.

The students are on research internship within ENS Rennes laboratories and working under Dr. Benoît Cadre (Mathematics), Dr. Martinus Werts (Physics/chemistry) and Dr. David Pichardie (Computer Science).

HARSH VERMA : IISER MOHALI WORKING WITH DR CADRE
As part of the longstanding PROSFER program established initially in 2004 between the ENS in France and East China Normal University, for the first time since its creation in 2014, ENS Rennes welcomes the first batch of
PhD students. The students – Computer Science graduates - are under the supervision of Dr. Laurent Amsaleg and Dr Jean-Pierre Talpin in the IRISA laboratory and closely monitored by Dr. Patrice Quinton (Emeritus professor at ENS Rennes) who is the academic advisor for the programs Computer Science track.

Funding for this program comes directly from the China Scholarship Council with whom the ENS have signed a partnership agreement which guarantees 30 scholarships per year specifically reserved for the ENS in France.

HANWEI ZHANG:

see video chinese

LIANGCONG ZHANG:
PROGRAM FRAMEWORK: ERASMUS+ AGREEMENT BETWEEN: ECOLE NORMALES SUPÉRIEURE DE RENNES – THE UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK IRELAND.

This scientific and academic collaboration has been growing and developing between the two institutions since 2012 in the domain of Sports Science and Physical Education.

The first batch of research internship students (which corresponds to the final year Bachelor’s Degree Coop Program in Sport Science at UL) were welcomed in 2016 and this year we are delighted to welcome Meghan Craughwell, supervised by Alexis Le Faucheur (Associate professor ENS Rennes) and Micheal Joyce supervised by Dr Jacques Prioux Professor and Head of the 2SEP Department at ENS Rennes.
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